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Using the ECET200 

The EMAC-200 is a 4 axis controller with a basic command set making it efficient for both                                 

simple routine motion control activities and higher level activities. The command set is 

described fully in four documents from PMD: The Magellan Motion Processor 

Programmers Command Reference, The Magellan Motion Processor Users Guide, The 

Prodigy CME Programmers Reference and the Prodigy CME Stand-Alone Users Guide. 

Please read these documents to get a full understanding of what the EMAC-200 is capable of. 

This document will attempt to provide an introduction to the use of the EMAC-200 for 

different kinds of coordinated motion, including linear, circular and splining. We will do 

this with the help of an example program called UNIFIED.C. There will be many examples 

and some basic mechanisms that the user can employ to help organize his programs for 

these types of motion. These programs can run directly on the EMAC-200 with no PC connected 

or they can run with a PC controlling the EMAC-200 with an ethernet connection or they 

can even be run from the PC alone simply sending commands to the unit. 

The utilities, routines, are written in C and will work both on the PC and the EMAC-200. 

They can be used for linear interpolation, circular, spiral and arcs, splines and ballscrew 

compensation, as well as backlash compensation. 

These routines are contained in LCMATH.C and are demonstrated in an example program 

UNIFIED.C. This example program will be referred to throughout this document to explain 

how the different routines work. The user only needs to combine LCMATH.C and a few 

header files with his application program to use these functions. It understood that each 

application requires its own unique solutions, for any particular application the engineer 

will have many unique problems that may not be addressed here. We hope that the 
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examples and structures we present will provide some help, however. 

In the pages that follow, we assume in all cases, that the axes parameters have been 

correctly set, that you have determined and are using the correct or best values for your 

PID parameters and that you have at least run Pro-Motion on the axis to see that it turns 

properly and there are no problems. 

The following PMD documents explain the commands for the PMD card used in the 

EMAC -200 and how to use them. They include commands for opening the axes, setting the 

time of motor and initializing the PID. Please refer to these manual for explanations of 

their use. You may refer to UNIFIED.C to see how they are being used in this example. 

Prodigy CME Programmers Reference.pdf 

Prodigy CME Stand-Alone Users Guide.pdf 

Magellan Motion Processor Programmers Command Reference.pdf 

Magellan Motion Processor Users Guide.pdf 

Running a program on a PC or on the EMAC -200 

You can write program and use the EMAC -200  in three basic formats: stand-alone, standalone 

but controlled by a PC and PC controlled. 

Of course, stand-alone means that the program runs entirely on the EMAC -200   with little or 

no interaction with a PC. There are a number of examples of this in the Appendix- one 

being the Cam example. 

Here the program is started and stopped by buttons connected to the I/O of the EMAC -200, 

the master input comes from an external encoder, there is no need of a PC unless you wish 

to make small changes in position during the program operation. Programs such as this are 

written on the PC using an editor such as the Programmer's Editor supplied with the 

product and compiled using a GNU C compiler. The program is then downloaded to the 
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EMAC -200  through an Ethernet connection using Pro-Motion and stored in the on-board 

flash. Re-boot and run. 

A very convenient feature of the the libraries provided with the EMAC -200 is that so many of 

the commands used in the libraries are the same whether you are running the card from a 

PC or stand-alone. To use a PC, you compile with the Host libraries using MSVC and to 

run entirely on the EMAC -200, you compile with the target libraries. 

There are very few changes to the programs themselves to the programs themselves that 

must be made. Mainly, you must include windows libraries for the ethernet in a windows 

program and target libraries in a stand-alone program and you must change how you 

connect to the Magellan part on the card. 

The most significant difference is that to run the program from the PC using the EMAC -200 

as a slave only, you will need to compile for windows using winsock2.h. You will notice 

that in addition to TCPIP, RS232 and RS485 is available. 

Below is an example of a simple trapezoidal move. With MPDEVICE commented out and 

compiled for windows using MSVC, it runs on a pc and generates a trapezoidal move on 

an axis of the card. If you want to run this program to run on the card stand-alone, define 

MPDEVICE and compile with the GNU C compiler supplied with the product. 

The final example is "ethernetlca.c". 

This program executes entirely on the PC using the ECET controller as a slave only. This 

means that all the motor setup, axis and memory initialization occurs entirely on the PC. 

Performing all the computation and initialization on the PC simplifies a great deal of the 

work involved in creating and executing a motion profile. 

The major differences between executing the code entirely on the EMAC -200  and entirely 

on the PC using the EMAC -200  as a slave lay in importing setup code to the PC and some 
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small changes in memory management. 

The EMAC -200  has a very small pool of memory (8KB) that must be used for stack and and 

malloc operations, a PC is capable of much more. 

To use ethernet, you must also compile with winsock2. And add the PMD calls necessary 

to connect to the EMAC -200 over ethernet. That is you must add an IP address and the code 

to open the TCP connection. And you must connect to the Magellan chip from the PC, as below: 

PMDPeriphHandle* ptrhPeriph, hPeriphCME;! //for magellan chip 

PMDPeriphHandle hPeriph;! //for magellan chip 

unsigned int IPaddr = PMD_IP4_ADDR(192,168,2,2);! 

ptrhPeriph=&hPeriph; 

printf("Attempting to connect to TCP/IP address: %d.%d.%d.%d : %d\n",IPaddr>>24, (IPaddr>>16)&0xff, 

(IPaddr>>8)&0xff, IPaddr&0xff, portnum ); 

PMDPeriphOpenTCP( ptrhPeriph, NULL, IPaddr, portnum, 2000 ); 

printf("Attempting to open Prodigy/CME device.\n" ); 

PMDRPDeviceOpen(&hDevice, ptrhPeriph) // Open a handle to a Prodigy/CME device 

Since we still create and use the external profile buffers in the EMAC -200, the same 

constraints exist when using the PC as when executing on the EMAC -200  alone. We can, 

however, create the entire move in the PC memory and just write to the external profile 

buffers when necessary using the PC. This allows us to write programs that would normally 

exceed the memory capability of the EMAC -200  and use it only as an ethernet slave. You 

will see examples of this in some of the other programs in the examples section. 

There is caveat relative to using ethernet and Windows. Windows isNOT a realtime 

operating system, it has its own business to pursue and may not getaround to your ethernet 

interrupt for 10s of milliseconds depending on the speed of yourCPU and what other 
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programs you are running at the same time- latencies of up to 60 milliseconds are not 

uncommon even when executing no other software. As a result, Windows can bottleneck 

and your writes to the controller can arrive too late. If the write is too late, the read index 

pass the point you want to add data and old positions will be used, this can result in 

motors suddenly repeating old program. 

Even an ethernet switch can add latencies that can cause trouble, so pay close attention to 

the equipment you use to communicate with the controller and choose an operating 

system with the lowest latency possible if you plan to refresh the external profile while the 

motion profile is being executed. 

A solution is to lengthen the servo update rate or use a longer time value in the time buffer, 

these solutions depend entirely on the requirements your application. 

Setting up the Axes for the EMAC -200 

Each EMAC -200  has four axes and each of these has some basic parameters required for 

many of the functions and moves that may be stored in a single structure for convenient 

use. in our example, we use the following ENUM to enumerate the axes: 

enum{ 

axisone = 0, 

axistwo, 

axisthree, 

axisfour 

}; 

AxisDef[] 

This AxisDef[] array of structures offers a way to store frequently used and important 

parameters for each axis. You will note that we use this throughout UNIFIED.C for 
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maintaining values for circular, spline and other motion. 

Many of the parameters need only be set up once at the beginning of the program. Such 

parameters would included the maximum values for each of the values for velocity, 

acceleration, deceleration and jerk. Some like LastPos and TargetPos will change more 

frequently because they are used in and by the motion routines themselves to calculate 

norms for linear interpolation, feed rates and time. 

The AxisDef[].Mode bits are assigned according to the kind of motion you will be using for 

each axis and may be or’d if more than one profile is to be used. In Unified.c, we also 

check to see if this value is non-zero during axis initialization- if the value is zero, it is not 

being used and the initialization is skipped. If you use this or a similar technique, be sure 

to assign whatever types of motion this axis will be involved in to this parameter so the 

axis is initialized. 

struct{ 

PMDAxisHandle Axis; //an axis handle assigned for each of the 4 axes 

double LastPos; //this is the position the axis where the axis last landed 

double TargetPos; //next position for the axis 

double MaxVel; //maximum allowed velocity 

double MaxAcc; //maximum allowed acceleration 

double MaxDec; //maximum allowed deceleration 

double MaxJerk; //maximum jerk 

unsigned int Mode;//this will hold a combination of bits indicating what sort 

// of coordination mode it is in 

//bit 1 linear, no circle, no spline 

//bit 2 bsbkl 
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//bit 3 tangent 

//bit 4 spline mode, Hermite 

//bit 5 circular 

//bit 6 arc 

//bit 7 spiral 

}AxisDef[ 4 ]; 

We use this in the example below to determine whether the axis should be opened and 

enabled and then after that to see whether it is used in a particular motion. 

AxisDef is an array of structures, one structure for each axis. 

AxisDef[ 0 ].MaxVel = 10000; //maximum velocity 

AxisDef[ 1 ].MaxVel = 10000; 

AxisDef[ 2 ].MaxVel = 10000; 

AxisDef[ 3 ].MaxVel = 10000; 

AxisDef[ 0 ].MaxAcc = 25000; //maximum accel 

AxisDef[ 1 ].MaxAcc = 25000; 

AxisDef[ 2 ].MaxAcc = 25000; 

AxisDef[ 3 ].MaxAcc = 25000; 

AxisDef[ 0 ].MaxDec = 25000; //maximum decel 

AxisDef[ 1 ].MaxDec = 25000; 

AxisDef[ 2 ].MaxDec = 25000; 

AxisDef[ 3 ].MaxDec = 25000; 

AxisDef[ 0 ].MaxJerk = 25000; //maximum jerk 

AxisDef[ 1 ].MaxJerk = 25000; 

AxisDef[ 2 ].MaxJerk = 25000; 
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AxisDef[ 3 ].MaxJerk = 25000; 

/*******************************************************************/ 

//open axes 

//Axis 1 

if(AxisDef[ axisone ].Mode > 0) { //the axis is init’d based on these bits 

PMDAxisOpen(&AxisDef[axisone].Axis, &hDevice, axisone ); 

PMDSetSignalSense(&AxisDef[axisone].Axis, 0x1000); 

PMDprintf("setting direction on axis 1 to 0x1000\n"); 

} 

//Axis 2 

if(AxisDef[ axistwo ].Mode > 0) { 

PMDAxisOpen(&AxisDef[axistwo].Axis, &hDevice, axistwo ); 

PMDSetSignalSense(&AxisDef[axistwo].Axis, 0x1000); 

PMDprintf("setting direction on axis 2 to 0x1000\n"); 

} 

//Axis 3 

if(AxisDef[ axisthree ].Mode > 0) { 

PMDAxisOpen(&AxisDef[axisthree].Axis, &hDevice, axisthree ); 

PMDSetSignalSense(&AxisDef[axisthree].Axis, 0x1000); 

PMDprintf("setting direction on axis 3 to 0x1000\n"); 

} 

//Axis 4 

if(AxisDef[ axisfour ].Mode > 0) { 

PMDAxisOpen(&AxisDef[axisfour].Axis, &hDevice, axisfour); 
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PMDSetSignalSense(&AxisDef[axisfour].Axis, 0x1000); 

PMDprintf("setting direction on axis 3 to 0x1000\n"); 

} 

Please note that the Mode parameter in the AxisDef structure must be set to some mode if 

you plan to use the axis. If you attempt to use an axis and it has not been properly opened 

you will either fail to compile the program experience unexpected results. 

Before you can run a program on a card, you must also set the connect to the Magellan 

part on the card, open each axis, set the motor type, initialize the motor (this sets what 

kind of loop you are using and some basic loop parameters) and enable the amplifiers. You 

will see an example of this being done in UNIFIED.C, in each case we use the 

AxisDef{}.Mode bits to determine if an axis is to be opened or initialized. 

There may be other parameters that you will need as well, such as the encoder direction, 

turning on i/o ports you wish to use, and if you are using a PMD interrupt to any reason 

(see: chapter 6 of Magellan Motion Processor User Guide, Parameter Update and 

Breakpoints), you will also need to reset the interrupts. 

Once you have set up the appropriate axes and PID values for your card, you are ready to 

start. In Unified.c, we 

A) open each axis, 

B) set the signal sense (direction of positive and negative rotation), 

C) Connect to the Magellan chip on the card and determine product type 

D) Reset the card 

E) Set the servo update rate 

F) Set the motor type of each axis 

G) initialize each axis according to the product type, set the direction sense for the motors 
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H) Initialize the External Profile Buffers (see section on External Profile) 

I) Enable the amplifiers 

J) Position the motors for start 

K) BEGIN OUR PROGRAM 

UNIFIED.C will use routines from LCMATH.C to calculate and implement the motion. All 

the files you need accompany this document. 

In the next section, we will look at the meaning and use of the structures used by 

LCMATH.C. 

Structures used in the various routines on the EMAC -200 

For convenience, many of the routiines on the following pages use structures. These 

structures carry information and calculations between routines and make it available for 

the user. Here are some of the structures with short definitions. 

Utility Structures 

The Board and AxisDef structures are utility structures meant to keep the relevant and 

important features of ECET200 motion control board and each of its constituent axes 

together. 

Struct YMXCard Board is really only used for those items that pertain to the entire card, in 

this case, the servo cycle period. This controls the rate at which the motion algorithms are 

updated. Although it will affect the performance of the controller across the board, It is 

used specifically in many of these coordinated motion algorithms to allocate time to each 

segment. 

typedef struct YMXCard{ 

double servocycleperiod; 

}; 
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struct YMXCard Board; 

Struct AxisDef[] 

As mentioned earlier, Struct AxisDef[] holds values that are used by the individual axes in 

the execution of a motion profile. 

struct{ 

PMDAxisHandle Axis; // a PMD handle for the axis, it is required by all PMD 

//functions at board level 

double LastPos; // the last commanded or read position for the axis 

double TargetPos; // where it is to go next 

double MaxVel; // maximum velocity allowed. Used to calculate 

//velocity profiles 

double MaxAcc; // maximum acceleration allowed. 

double MaxDec; // maximum deceleration allowed. 

double MaxJerk; // maximum jerk 

unsigned int Mode; // this will hold a combination of bits indicating what 

//sort of profiles the axis is available for 

// of coordination mode it is in 

//bit 1 linear, no circle, no spline 

//bit 2 bsbkl 

//bit 3 tangent 

//bit 4 spline mode, Hermite 

//bit 5 circular 

//bit 6 arc 

//bit 7 spiral 
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}AxisDef[ 4 ]; 

Xmemset 

The xmemset structure is used to prepare the external profile buffers for use. You will need 

to set the buffer size, that will be the same for all the buffers (usually 1024), the number of 

contiguous axes to be set up and the number of the first axis: axisone, axistwo, etc. In 

addition, you must specify the start of UserRam to hold these buffers (usually 0x400). 

Please see the section on External Profile. 

struct { 

unsigned int Buffer_Size; //put BUFSIZE here 

unsigned int NumAxes; //number of user axes to be configured for xtpro 

unsigned int FirstAxis; // starting axis: axisone, axistwo, etc 

unsigned int UserRam; //where in memory to start building the xtpro section 

} xmemset; 

Specialized Structures 

The structures were created specifically for certain kinds of profiles. Some of the ones 

below fit with more than one profile. 

For instance, the struct Joe Aksis[] array of structures contains values for general motion, 

circular motion and spline contour motion. It is especially useful because we can use it to 

make our algorithms flexible enough to fit from 1 to 4 axes. 

Some algorithms, like the circular and spline, must add an s-curve to the trajectory so that 

there are no bumps or suddenly accelerations at start or stop. 

The information for those special moves is kept in here. They involve a startp1 and startp2 

for the first two segment points involved in the move, they are accompanied by startv1 

and startv2 for velocity. The s-curve is calculated based on these. 
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The move itself is also broken into grid points, which are really just segments, during the 

move the trajectory generator will use these grid points to project the next velocity and 

sometimes destination to go to. 

This structure is used by the trajectory generator programs, so the user need not worry 

about maintaining it. It is presented here for informational and debug purposes. 

Struct Joe Aksis[] 

struct Joe{//spline axis particular trajectory information 

double Pos; // current position 

double Vel; // current velocity 

double Acc; // current acceleration 

double Jerk; // current jerk 

double Time; // originally for external buffer but most algorithms 

//don't use it 

double StartP1; // starting point of this profile 

double StartP2; // next point in profile 

double StartV1; // starting velocity 

double StartV2; // next velocity in profile 

double EndP1; // end of move, first point 

double EndP2; // end of move, next point 

double EndV1; // end of move velocity, associated with EndP1 

double EndV2; // end of move velocity, associated with EndP2 

double StartT0; // don't use 

double StartT1; // don't use 

double EndT0; // don't use 
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double EndT1; // don't use 

double StartGridPoint; // start of move 

double EndGridPoint; // end of move 

double NextGridPointinCSamples; // the sample number of the next grid point 

double LastGridPointinCSamples; // the sample number of the last grid point 

double NextGridPoint; // value of the next grid point 

unsigned int last; // end of profile 

}Aksis[ 4 ]; 

Struct YMXCircle CPARM 

In this structure, we place the values necessary for locating an inferred circle or arc and 

spiral, the number of samples it will require to complete and the counters used in the 

trajectory generator (for circular motion: Gen()) to keep track of where we are and where 

we are going. 

typedef struct YMXCircle{ 

/*servo parameters*/ 

double FeedRate; //incremental angle * radius for update per servo cycle 

/*samples and segments*/ 

unsigned int TSamples; //total samples for all moves combined 

unsigned int CSample; //current sample 

int RemainingSamples; //you know 

int segmentlength; //segment length in servo cycles, typically 50 

double Nsegments; //this is the number of blocks of servo cycles required to 

//make it through table of moves 

unsigned int SCBR; //external profile time for each entry in a move profile, 
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//how many servo cycles for each move in profile 

/*circular, arc and spiral*/ 

float cx; // offset from origin 

float cy; //offset from origin 

float R; //Radius (signed to select big or little arc) 

int Direction; //circle arc direction (cw/ccw) 

float StartX; // start point of x move 

float EndX; // end point of x move 

float StartY; // start point of y move 

float EndY; // end point of y move 

int C_A; // 0 is a circle,1 is an arc, spiral is 2 

float Phase; //accumulated sum of angles 

float StartPhase; //start phase 

float EndPhase; //end phase 

float ThetaR; //phase 

/*spirals*/ 

double StartAmplitude; //initial radius 

double EndAmplitude;/ //final radius 

double Sweep; //length of spiral 

double RRChange; //amount of radius change per move 

double GrosSampleAngle; //phase change per move 

int LASamples; //requested samples 

double Steps; // used in s-curve generation 

float Accel; //accleration to use in s-curve 
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double TThetaR; //theta to use in s-curve 

}CParm; 

CParm Cprofile; 

Struct BCParm Contour 

While Struct YMXCircle CPARM applies to circular motion, Struct BCParm Contour is used 

for contours and ballscrew routines. The Contour structure is used by the HCGen() 

trajectory generator. 

Also, a circle just controls two axes while an contour can involve as many as 4 axes on a 

card, you you have a special parameter called CorAxis that denotes the axis that the others 

coordinate their motion to. This is often just the first axis (or the axis with the lowest 

number) in any group of contour axes. For instance, if you are using three axes: axisone, 

axistwo and axisthree, you might select axisone to be the CorAxis. The fact is that it might 

be anyone of them, as long as it belongs to the group of axes you are coordinating. 

typedef Struct YMXContour{ 

/*servo parameters*/ 

double TM; //multiples of 1.024milliseconds, just known as milliseconds 

double iTM; //inverse of TM 

/*samples and segments*/ 

unsigned int CSample; //current sample 

int RemainingSamples; //you know 

int segmentlength; //segment length in servo cycles, typically 50 

double Nsegments; //this is the number of blocks of servo cycles required to 

//make it through table of moves 

unsigned int SCBR; 
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unsigned int TSamples; //total samples for all moves combined 

double FeedRate; //incremental angle * radius for update per servo cycle 

unsigned int CorAxis; //coordinating axis for Gen() 

int Direction; //circle arc direction (cw/ccw) 

float StartX; 

float EndX; 

float StartY; 

float EndY; 

float Accel; 

int LASamples;//requested samples -- try to eliminate 

double Steps;// replacing CurveCnt 

}BCParm; 

BCParm Contour; 

Struct BsBkl BSL[] 

This structure is primarily used in the ballscrew compensation routines but because the 

ballscrew compensation is integrated with linear or contour spline, some values must be 

set for that too. 

Most importantly is the BSL[].used value. This indicates to the routine HcMvSTP() that it is 

either to be used for ballscrew compensation (BSL[].used = 1) or not (BSL[].used = 0) 

For ballscrew compensation to work correctly, you must keep track of certain information. 

a) has the axis been homed? if it has not, it will not perform correctly in the compensation 

routines. 

b) BKL is the backlash constant added to the interpolation at the beginning and end of the 

moves, it is in encoder counts. Set it to zero to make sure you have none if you are not 
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using this function 

c) the backlash constant is only added in one direction, so knowing when it was last used 

is important 

Also, for ballscrew compensation to work correctly, the user must map his target ballscrew 

axis with a reference encoder. This data is sampled at BSL[].SampleInt intervals, these 

intervals must be small enough to get all the detail necessary to compensate for 

imperfections in the axis. 

typedef struct BsBkl{ 

int used; 

int homed; //homed? 

int BKL; //backlash constant 

int LMoveUsed; //last move used BKL 

int DirectionOfMove; //flag 

int SampleInt;/ //SampleInterval 

}; 

struct BsBkl BSL[ 4 ]; 

The External Profile 

extpro_init( ) 

For a trajectory that requires smoothness but detail, such as a circle, spiral or contour 

shape, we employ an external profile buffer to hold the points that each axis used must 

pass through. Except for the linear interpolation routine, Li_Move(), all the algorithms in 

this manual use the external profile buffer. 

Because of the relatively small amount of RAM available in the ECET200, for highly 

complex motion it is sometimes useful and efficient to use ethernet to load the external 
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buffers. The routines in this manual can be used either to control the ECET200 over 

ethernet with the software running on the PC or locally with the software running on the 

card only. The commands are the same. 

This and several other factors I will mention determine the size and the SCBR (time buffer) 

setting of the external buffer and even the servo cycle period. 

The Servo Cycle Period 

How quickly you must update your current loop, position and speed depends on what you 

are trying to control. To get the best performance with the servo loop and get the 

maximum possible amount of work done by other software routines located in your 

ECET200 or on the PC, it is wise to choose the servo update rate that is just fast enough for 

the mass you are controlling- it takes a lot more speed to update motion for a feather than 

an elephant. Since the servo update rate is for the card and not for particular axes, you 

must determine the axis that requires the highest update and use that for the entire card. 

Ram Size 

There are about 40KBytes of external profile buffer RAM in the EMAC -200  (excluding about 

20K RAM for trace). 

Each memory location in the external buffer is a word requiring 4Bytes and there are 4 

axes. 

You can create buffers for position, velocity, acceleration, jerk and time. If you use all of 

these parameters, one entry in the buffers will require 20 Bytes. If you use all four axes in 

the external buffer, one entry requires 80 Bytes. The requirements grow quickly. 

It is possible to control an axis with position alone. This would be a position loop control 

and the application might be similar to a cam buffer. This would mean, you have 

40KBytes/(4BytesX4_axes) = 2.5K entries for each axis. For a cam type application, this 
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may be enough. 

But if you are using it for a motion that requires a definite end point, it is probably wise 

also to use a time buffer. Adding a time buffer to the external profile doubles the number 

of entries required for each axis because it needs a buffer entry for every position entry. 

You will see another method below using a breakpoint, but this can get tricky depending 

on the contour you are using. If you use the time buffer, any value of 0 in the buffer will 

stop the motion. 

Still, if you use the time buffer, you have 1250 entries for each axis and this is usually slim 

for a contour or circle with any detail. 

If you choose to control the velocity between points in your external profile, you will need 

to add still one more buffer for that. Now you have 40KBytes/(4Bytes X 3_Buffers X 

4_axes) = 833 entries per axis. 

The control the few entries available. What this means is that you will have to refill the 

external buffer with new positions before it runs out. You will see how to do this in 

Unified.c and a short example is given below. 

SCBR 

This is the time variable and determines how long (how many servocycles) the controller 

will use to approach the next position in the external buffer at the given velocity (if it is 

given). 

Setting the SCBR (in struct YMXCircle or struct YMXCircle) '1' means each servocycle a 

new position, velocity, etc. is read from the external buffer and processed. a '2' means that 

it will take two servocycles before reading the next position, but since the controller 

updates position, vel, etc EVERY servocycle, it will interpolate a position between the 

current and next entry in the external profile and use that. Say, you use '4' for your time, 
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the controller will read the actual next position and extrapolate three intermediate 

positions before reading the next entry in the external profile buffer. 

The extrapolation is not a linear interpolation, so beware, it is more like half of an s-curve 

missing the smoothing at the end of the curve. 

Still, it is possible to use this parameter to use this facility to gain time for processing your 

own algorithms. 

Using a Breakpoint Instead of a Time buffer to stop the motion 

In this example, we are not using the third time buffer to stop the motion, instead the 

controller 

is set up to use a breakpoint. We choose a smooth stop and the final position to end 

the move with the commands: 

PMDSetStopMode( &hAxis1, PMDSmoothStopMode ); 

PMDSetBreakpointValue( &hAxis1, PMDBreakpoint1, posout0[ totalsamples-1 ] ); 

PMDSetBreakpoint( &hAxis1, PMDBreakpoint1, PMDAxis1, 

PMDBreakpointActionSmoothStop, PMDBreakpointActualPositionCrossed ); 

After downloading the profile, we issue a PMDMultiUpdate() command to end the move 

as soon as the final position is crossed. The point at which you issue the update command 

is important since it only knows that it should end the motion when a certain position is 

crossed- if you have more than one such position in the profile, issuing the command to 

soon would result in stopping the move too soon. 

Measure Processing Time 

Finally, to be sure you are not going to be overrun with data from ethernet or take too long 

to derive the next position with you process, you should use the PMDGetTime() function 

to read the number of servo cycles required to evaluate your function. This will tell you 
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whether you are close or have plenty of time. 

Symptoms of External Profile Buffer Problems 

a) erratic motion, usually means that you are either not starting in the buffer where you 

think you are or you are overwriting current data before it has been used. 

b) if the profile completes but the axes continue to move, see that you have, in fact, 

written 0 to the Time external profile buffer for the mis-behaving axis. A '0' will stop the 

motion. 

c) if motion doesn't start, see that you have initlialized all the axes correctly and set their 

profile mode to ExternalProfile and called PMDMultiUpdate() with the flags for each axis 

you are using set. 

Initializing the External Profile Buffers 

extpro_init() 

The routine extpro_init() and the xmemset structure can be used to correctly set up the 

external profile buffers for you. 

a) set xmemset.Buffer_size. In the unified.c, it is 1024Bytes 

b) set xmemset.NumAxes. how many axes will you be using? You can use 1 or up to 4. 

c) set xmemset.FirstAxis. Which is the base axis for your system. Is it axisone? axistwo? 

axisthree? or axisfour? 

d) set xmemset.UserRam. Tell the routine where to start. The ECET uses low RAM for its 

own purposes. It is generally safe to start at 0x400 (this is Words). 

The example Unified.C illustrates how to use these functions. You will also find other 

examples here that both use it and don't. 

struct { 

unsigned int Buffer_Size; //put BUFSIZE here 
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unsigned int NumAxes; //number of user axes to be configured for xtpro 

unsigned int FirstAxis; // starting axis: axisone, axistwo, etc 

unsigned int UserRam; //where in memory to start building the xtpro section 

} xmemset; 

From Unified.c: 

xmemset.Buffer_Size = 1024; 

xmemset.UserRam = 0x400;//start of xtpro build -0x400 

xmemset.FirstAxis = axisone;//0 

xmemset.NumAxes = 2; 

After you have set these parameters, a single call will set up and initialize your external 

buffers (also from Unified.c): 

extpro_init( ); 

Refilling the External Profile Buffer 

Refilling the external profile buffers is done real-time. You will need to determine how 

long it takes the routines to create new positions, etc for the external buffers depending on 

the number of parameters and the number of axes (you can use PMDGetTime() to measure 

this), you need to supply more data to the buffers. 

This isn’t as hard as it might sound. 

Using PMDGetBufferReadIndex(), you can find out where in the external buffers you areregardless 

how many axes you are using, each of the buffers in a coordinated group is 

completely synchronize with the others, so the ReadIndex for one is the same as for all. 

You simply read the ReadIndex and compare with your pre-determined limit, if you have 

crossed the threshold, create the required number of samples and write them to the 

buffers. 
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There is an important parameter that you must set to zero before calling the trajectory 

generators, this is PtrCtr. It is incremented with each value the generator writes to the 

external buffers and rolled over to zero each time it reaches 1024. This you can change 

but if you keep the value on a binary boundary, the parameter will reset itself with a 

simple and operation. 

PtrCtr++; 

PtrCtr &= BUFSIZE; //BufSize is a #def set to 1024 

Take care if you change this buffer sizes to see: 

A) they match your needs 

B) They also are on a binary boundary so that the trajectory generators will not be 

affected. 

From Unified.c: 

/*this version doesn’t know which axes you are using, so it tests all of them for the first 

initialized axis*/ 

while( Cprofile.RemainingSamples>0 ) { 

if(AxisDef[ axisone ].Mode > 3) { 

PMDGetBufferReadIndex(&AxisDef[axisone].Axis,POS_BUF_1,&readindex); 

}else if(AxisDef[ axistwo ].Mode > 3){ 

PMDGetBufferReadIndex(&AxisDef[axistwo].Axis,POS_BUF_2,&readindex); 

}else if(AxisDef[ axisthree ].Mode > 3) { 

PMDGetBufferReadIndex(&AxisDef[axisthree].Axis,POS_BUF_3,&readindex); 

}else{ 

PMDGetBufferReadIndex(&AxisDef[axisfour].Axis,POS_BUF_4,&readindex); 

} 
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/*note how PtrCtr is used*/ 

if (readindex > PtrCtr){ 

free_buffer_entries = readindex - PtrCtr; 

} else{ 

free_buffer_entries = (BUFSIZE) - (PtrCtr - readindex); 

} 

/*LASamples is the threshold*/ 

if(free_buffer_entries > Cprofile.LASamples) { 

Gen(Cprofile.LASamples, axisone, axistwo, &Cprofile); 

} 

} 

As you can see, there will be time available in this loop to do other things, if all your times 

are calculated correctly. This can be used to calculate data for other operations, such as an 

Li_Move() or testing I/O or producing data for other axes. 

In Unified see, there is an example of where and how to place the PMDGetTime() 

functions to determine how long it takes to generate your samples. 

Included here is an App note on the principles used in the External Profile Mode. 

External Profile Mode App Note.pdf 

Linear Interpolation 

Many applications require that the axes perform coordinate motion so that two or more 

axes will arrive at the same point at the same time. Say you wanted to cut a circle in glass, 

obviously, if the motion of each axis is not exactly coordinated you will probably not get a 

circle. The same is true for other shapes. 

It isn't surprising, then, that the controlling parameters in the typical interpolation 
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algorithm are either time based or feedrate based. That is, you specify the time for the 

move or the rate at whch the coordinated axes need to move. 

Linear interpolation is a linear coordinated move. The axes involved are given a feedrate 

or time to complete a linear move from one point to the other. Circles can be drawn using 

linear interpolation but it is not well suited for nonlinear shapes because it will try to put 

them together with straight lines. 

linear interpolation uses the Euclidean Norm (square root of the sum of squares in an 

array) to scale the time or speed, depending upon which parameter you choose to control 

of a move. The interchangeability of feedrate and time is demonstrated in the simple 

relationship Feedrate = Distance/Time, which inverts to Time = Distance/Feedrate. In this 

discussion and example, we will use Feedrate. 

Lets assume that we are controlling two axes, Axis1 is travelling 5000 encoder counts and 

Axis2 is traveling 10000 encoder counts with a Feedrate of 1000 encoder/servocycle. We 

will include an acceleration = 10000 counts/servocycle and jerk of 100000. And, since all 

of these encoder counts are related to the servocycle, we state that the period of the 

servocycle is 0.000256 seconds. To compute the velocity for each axis, we first find the 

norm of the two distances = Sqrt(5000^2 + 1000^2) = 11180.339 encoder counts. 

The velocity for each axis is then set to Axis?Velocity = (feedrate*axis/distance/ 

norm)*period_of_the_servocycle_update_rate, or Axis?Velocity=(1000*Axis/distance/ 

1 1 1 8 0 . 3 3 9 ) * 0 . 0 0 0 2 5 6 , o r i n t h e c a s e o f A x i s 1 , V e l o c i t y = 

(1000*5000/11180.339)*0.000256 = 0.1144867 encoder counts per servocycle. 

In a real world application, you may be using units other than encoder counts per 

servocycle, but they are used here because every unit conversion resolves to encoder 

counts per servo cycle, so rather than try to give every possible case, we provide the most 
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common. 

Li_Move() 

This routine will use up to 4 axes of motion in either s-curve or trapezoidal mode and 

linearly interpolate the feedrate for each axis. It uses the AxisDef structure mentioned in 

the "Setting up the ECET200" chapter. 

For an example of the use of Li_Move, please refer to Unified.C in the Examples at the end 

of the manual. 

struct{ 

PMDAxisHandle Axis; 

double LastPos; //this is the position the axis where the axis last landed 

double TargetPos; //next position for the axis 

double MaxVel; //maximum allowed velocity 

double MaxAcc; //maximum allowed acceleration 

double MaxDec; //maximum allowed deceleration 

double MaxJerk; //maximum jerk 

double Scale; //unit conversion; 

unsigned int Mode;//this will hold a combination of bits indicating what sort 

// of coordination mode it is in 

//bit 1 linear, no circle, no spline 

//bit 2 bsbkl 

//bit 3 tangent 

//bit 4 spline mode, Hermite 

//bit 5 circular 

//bit 6 arc 
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//bit 7 spiral 

}AxisDef[ 4 ]; 

It expects that the last attained position is in the LastPos variable, the new destination is in 

the TargetPos variable and that at least the axis is set for linear interpolation- it may also be 

set for other forms of interpolation. All the maximum values must also be set- unless these 

change frequently, it is usually convenient to do this at the beginning of the program. 

And excerpt from the Li_Move is given below to illustrate how it calculates the necessary 

values for an axis: 

void Li_Move(PMDint32 Xpos, PMDint32 Ypos, PMDint32 Zpos, PMDint32 Upos, 

PMDint32 FeedRate, int type) 

{ 

double axis1distance, axis2distance, axis3distance, axis4distance, 

normalized_distance; 

double axisvelocity, axisacceleration, axisdeceleration, axisJerk; 

double norm, fdrate; 

PMDprintf("Executing move...\n"); 

AxisDef[ axisone ].TargetPos = Xpos; 

AxisDef[ axistwo ].TargetPos = Ypos; 

AxisDef[ axisthree ].TargetPos = Zpos; 

AxisDef[ axisfour ].TargetPos = Upos; 

/*******************************************************/ 

axis1distance = axis2distance = axis3distance = axis4distance = 0; 

fdrate = (double)FeedRate; 

AxisFlag = 0; 
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//set profile 

/*please note that only one of the four axes is shown*/ 

if(AxisDef[ axisone ].Mode && 1) { 

PMDSetProfileMode( &AxisDef[axisone].Axis, type ); 

a x i s 1 d i s t a n c e = ( A x i s D e f [ a x i s o n e ] . T a r g e t P o s - 

AxisDef[ axisone ].LastPos); //find last position 

PMDprintf( "axisone move\n" ); 

} 

/*******************************************************/ 

//calculate velocity, acceleration based on feedrate 

norm = sqrt(axis1distance*axis1distance + axis2distance*axis2distance + 

axis3distance*axis3distance + axis4distance*axis4distance);// calculate norm 

normalized_distance = axis1distance/norm; 

/*please note that only one of the four axes is shown*/ 

if(AxisDef[ axisone ].Mode && 1) { 

//apply norm to velocity 

a x i s v e l o c i t y = f a b s ( ( ( f d r a t e * n o rma l i z e d _ d i s t a n c e ) * 

16.777215999999999241)); 

//apply norm to acceleration 

axisacceleration = fabs(((AxisDef[ axisone ].MaxAcc * normalized_distance) 

* 0.0042949672959999999136)); 

//apply norm to decel 

axisdeceleration = fabs(((AxisDef[ axisone ].MaxDec * normalized_distance) 

* 0.0042949672959999999136)); 
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//apply norm to jerk 

axisJerk = fabs(((AxisDef[ axisone ].MaxJerk * normalized_distance) * 

0.072057594037927927277)); 

//set axis for new target position 

PMDSetPosition( &AxisDef[axisone].Axis, AxisDef[ axisone ].TargetPos ); 

//use calculated value to set velocity 

PMDSetVelocity( &AxisDef[axisone].Axis, (PMDint32)axisvelocity); 

//use calculated value to set acceleration 

PMDSetAcceleration( &AxisDef[axisone].Axis, (PMDint32)axisacceleration ); 

//use calculated value to set decel 

P M D S e t D e c e l e r a t i o n ( & A x i s D e f [ a x i s o n e ] . A x i s , 

(PMDint32)axisdeceleration ); 

//use calculated value to set jerk 

PMDSetJerk( &AxisDef[axisone].Axis, (PMDuint32)axisJerk ); 

//enable motion complete mask 

P M D R e s e t E v e n t S t a t u s ( & A x i s D e f [ a x i s o n e ] . A x i s , 

(PMDuint16)~PMDEventMotionCompleteMask ); 

//to be used in AxisComplete 

P M D S e t I n t e r r u p t M a s k ( & A x i s D e f [ a x i s o n e ] . A x i s , 

PMDEventMotionCompleteMask|PMDEventMotionErrorMask); 

//include axis one in AxisFlag 

AxisFlag |= 1<<axisone; 

} 

//use MultiUpdate to initiate and synchronize the move 
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PMDMultiUpdate( &AxisDef[axisone].Axis, (unsigned short)AxisFlag ); 

} 

AxisComplete() 

AxisComplete is a utility routine that can be used with AxisComplete, though it is not 

necessary. The axes used in the routine above set a flag in AxisFlag, AxisComplete will exit 

successfully when all axes have completed their motion. This is a while loop. As with the 

external profile loop, other routines can be embedded for other purposes. 

An except for one axis is given below: 

void AxisComplete() 

{ 

PMDuint16 status, result; 

PMDEvent eventAxis; 

while( AxisFlag) { 

if( AxisFlag & (1<<axisone) ) { 

status=0; 

//check status flag for motion complete 

if(!(status&PMDEventMotionCompleteMask)) 

//eventoccured && result == PMD_NOERROR) 

result = PMDGetEventStatus(&AxisDef[axisone].Axis, &status ); 

if(result!=PMD_ERR_OK) 

{ 

//error 

PMDprintf("GetEventStatus returned %#x (%s)\n", result, 

PMDGetErrorMessage(result)); 
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PMDTaskAbort(1); 

} 

if(status&PMDEventMotionErrorMask) 

{ 

//error 

PMDprintf("GetEventStatus returned MotionError\n"); 

PMDTaskAbort(1); 

} 

//motion complete 

if( status & PMDEventMotionCompleteMask ) { 

//clear axis flag 

AxisFlag &= ~(1<<axisone); 

eventAxis.event=status; 

eventAxis.axis=axisone; 

} 

} 

} 

FindCircle() 

int FindCircle(int X1pos, int Y1pos, int X2pos, int Y2pos, int xaxis, int yaxis, unsigned int 

CircleorArc, int Radius, int Direction, int LVelocity, CParm *Cprofile) 

Circular Interpolation (Including circles, arcs and spirals) 

The user can implement Circular interpolation in a variety of ways. These routines use 

some of the structures mentioned in the chapter on Structures, please make note of these 

and how they are used in the example programs 
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Whichever way you choose to calculate it, you will probably calculate each new position 

based upon a change in phase (along the unit circle) from its previous position, this is 

angular velocity. For our purposes, Angular velocity describes how many radians (or pieces 

thereof) a point moves along the unit circle each with each step. This is the phase change 

along the unit circle with each move. 

If you know your angular velocity or can reduce it to a rate based upon radians that you 

want to move with each step, then you can calculate your circle by accumulating these 

phases, as long as you take care to roll over the phase at 2*Pi to 0 or from 0 to 2*Pi. 

if(phase < 0){ 

phase += 2*Pi; 

else if(phase > 2*Pi) { 

phase -=2*Pi; 

}; 

Knowing the phase, we can easily calculate the x and y positions on the unit circle: 

x=cos(phase) and y=sin(phase). If your circle is not a unit circle but some multiple of that, 

you will need to know the R(adius) of that circle and change the calculation to: 

x=cos(R*phase) and y=sin(R*phase). And if your circle does not lie at the origin, that is its 

center is not a x=0 and y=0, you will need to know that displacement and change the 

equations again to: x=cos(R*phase)+x_displacement and y=sin(R*phase)+y_displacement. 

With this information, you can use the trigonometric functions to generate all the points of 

your circle by accumulating the phase and calculating position at step. And since the 

trigonometric functions. If you also need velocity (and perhaps acceleration and jerk) you 

can use the same functions to generate those. Since velocity is the first derivative of 

position and that acceleration is the second derivative of position and jerk is the third 
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derivative, using the continuous derivatives of sine and cosine. In the example below, 

Phase is accumulated phase and ThetaR is the angle of change: 

Xpos = (R*cos(Phase)) + x_displacement; 

Xvel = -R*sin(Phase) * ThetaR; 

Xacc = -R*cos(Phase) * ThetaR*ThetaR; 

Xjerk = R*sin(Phase) * ThetaR* ThetaR*ThetaR; 

Ypos = (R*sin(Phase))+y_displacement; 

Yvel = R*cos(Phase) * Sirkl->ThetaR; 

Yacc = -R*sin(Phase) * ThetaR*ThetaR; 

Yjerk = -R*cos(Phase) * ThetaR* ThetaR*ThetaR; 

Now, you have everything you want to compute the steps along your circle. 

FindCircle(initial_Xpos, initial_Ypos, final_Xpos, final_ypos, circle_arc_spiral, 

signed_Radius, direction, velocity_of_travel, pointer_to_circular_structure) 

Find Circle will help you fill out some of the detail in the above equations. 

Based up on the initial xy positions and terminal xy positions for the circle (arc or spiral), 

the radius and direction (clockwise, counterclockwise), this routine finds the two circles 

that could provide a match, depending upon whether you have chosen to generate a circle 

(spiral or arc), the program also selects an an angle (or circle) according to the sign of the 

radius and the direction of rotation (this is for arcs). 

Every pair of x,y points, wherever they are on the Cartesian plane describe two circles, 

one that will rotate clockwise and one that will rotate counter-clockwise. These same two 

points also describe two arcs within the circle, one less than or equal to Pi radians and the 

other equal to or more than Pi radians. 

For arc calculations, the Radius value is signed to indicate whether we want to smaller or 
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larger arc- if the Radius is positive, the routine will select the smaller arc, if it is negative, it 

will select the larger arc. 

Any pair of start points and end points will define two circles. First, the software computes 

the chord for both circles, if it is more than twice the specified radius, an error is 

generated because we have no circle. 

With the knowledge of the chord length, the subtended angle is derived- obviously, this 

angle can never be larger than PI (or 180 degrees), so we subtract it from 2*PI to get both 

a large and small angle. If the specified radius is negative, the routine selects the smaller of 

the two angles as his required angle- the one it will be working with. 

Following this, the associated circles are derived. The software selects the correct circle 

based upon the size of the subtended angle and the direction of rotation. 

FindCircle() also determines the number of samples necessary for the motion (TSamples), 

this will be important for profiling and generating position data. See CreateCircular() in 

next section. 

The user needs to provide the following values for Circles and Arcs: 

Radius - radius of the implied circle 

LVelocity - desired velocity in units per servo cycle intialx - initial starting point for axis X 

initialy - initial starting point for axis Y 

finalx - destination for axis X 

finaly - destination for axis Y 

And for Spirals: 

EndAmplitude - the radius of the spiral at the end of the move Sweep - number of degrees 

involved in the spiral 

X1pos - initial position of x axis 
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Y1pos - initial position of y axis 

X2pos - final position of x axis 

Y2pos - final position of y axis 

xaxis - name the card axis to be used for the X axis 

yaxis - name the card axis to be used for the Y axis 

CircleorArc - the following defines need to appear in the program, they tell the routine 

what kind of circular motion you want 

#define serk 0 //its a circle 

#define ark 1 //its an arc 

#define spiral 2 //spiral 

Radius - signed radius (the sign tells the routine whether you want the big arg or smaller 

arc), see above. 

Direction - these two defines must be made in the application program 

#define cluk 1 //clockwise 

#define ccluk -1 //counterclockwise 

LVelocity - is similar to feedrate, it is used to calculate the phase angle for travel around 

the circle 

Cparm *Cprofile - use this name or another for the Cparm structure you use to hold the 

information for this circular motion 

You will need to call this routine for each circular motion you intend to create. Please see 

Unified.c. 

CreateCircular() 

int CreateCircular(int xaxis, int yaxis, CParm *Cprofile) 

This routine is called after FindCircle(). Based on the angular velocity, the number of 
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samples (TSamples) necessary to create this circle, one could be used with traditional 

method for circular interpolation to generate points, velocities and jerk, as described 

above (in FindCircle()). 

But this can easily result in a very jerky start and stop, even though the values and 

derivatives (instantaneous velocity and jerk) are correct. This is because there is no ramp or 

smooth transition from zero speed to the desired angular velocity. 

So in CreateCircular(), we use our given initial positions but set our initial velocities to 

zero and based upon which of the two axes chosen has the greatest maximum 

acceleration, we create an s-curve to the first traditionally calculated position by dividing 

the phase by the acceleration. We also do this at the penultimate point in the circle to give 

us a s-curve to a stop. 

The spline is calculated in real time in the next routine: Gen(), but is based on values 

calculated here. 

The structure CPARM is a typedef, so you can define your own names. In the example 

below, I am calling it Cprofile (circular profile). 

The values necessary for this routine are: 

xaxis - name of the axis used for X (axisone, axistwo...) 

yaxis - name of the axis used for Y (axisone, axistwo...) 

based upon the following enum which must be included in the application program 

enum{ 

axisone = 0, 

axistwo, 

axisthree, 

axisfour 
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}; 

CParm *Cprofile - the structure responsible for this circular motion. (see Structures) 

We calculate RemainingSamples, Steps and CSamples in this routine for use in Gen(). 

Gen() 

int Gen( int DesiredSamples, unsigned int xaxis, unsigned int yaxis, CParm *Cprofile ) 

The circular function Gen() works with FindCircle() and CreateCircle() and generates the 

positions and velocities for each, the x and y, axes in the circle in real-time for the external 

profile buffer. 

The example (Unified.c) we use here is typical of the programs in the examples section for 

generating points. This routine just generates points for two axes, the HCGen routine will 

generate points for up to four axes using a Hermite spline, nonetheless they work the same 

way. 

Depending on the number of samples necessary to complete the circle, the routine either 

calculates the position and velocity based on a s-curve or the exact circular position given 

by the sine or cosine of the axes. 

We start from the initial position of the axes, CreateCircle() calculates the next position 

and the number of steps necessary to attain it. There are three important variables 

associated with this: steps, RemainingSamples and CSample. All of these terms were 

calculated in CreateCircular. 

Steps is the number of steps necessary to reach the next position. 

RemainingSamples is the the number of steps necessary to complete the circle. 

CSample is the number of the current step. 

The circle is divided into three parts: acceleration, circle positions and deceleration. 

To start, we use the Steps from CreateCircle to perform a smooth motion to the first point 
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of the circle, we then use the sine and cosine of the accumulated phase position to find 

position and velocity, finally when approaching the end of the move, we use Steps again 

to produce a smooth motion to stop. 

For a complete demonstration on how to use the three functions described in this section, 

see unified.c and its associated files LCMath.c, BS.h and common.h. 

How to use HcMvSTP to produce a contour spline 

void HcMvSTP( int start, int end, double moves[ ], int axisnum ) 

(code follows "How to use HcMvSTP for ballscrew and backlash compensation") 

Splining 

According to the dictionary, a spline is a long, flexible strip of wood or the like used in 

drawing curves. Wooden splines were slats of wood that could be used to make wheels 

before they used rubber and furniture too used wooden splines for curves. The reason was 

that the spline could provide a smooth transition from one point to another, it could be 

used to make circles and arcs. Straight line approximations to circles and arcs are very 

rough- for instance, a four point approximation to a circle would be nothing more than a 

square, imagine how many points you would need to create something that could really 

be used as a circle! But a spline works quite well, even with a relatively small number of 

points. 

Additionally, it avoids the instantaneous velocities, starts and stops that can occur with 

purely linear moves. There are many ways to implement a spline function mathematically, 

in this particular library, we are using a Hermitic Spline. 

With a spline, you can produce any kind of contour, even a circle, if you have 

requirements that our CircularCreate() and Gen() cannot handle. It is as simple as creating 

a table of positions and allowing the spline to interpolate between positions, moving from 
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position to position based upon your segment time. This might be convenient for circular 

motion that must vary in speed as it moves through the circle. You could still use 

FindCircle() to get the information about the inferred circle, then generate points as you 

please. A rough circle could be approximated with as few as 6 points. 

Hermite Spline 

Hermite Splines are simple and fast. They can quickly and smoothly interpolate between 

positions in a table or array. You just need a start point, the tangent describing how the 

motion should leave the starting point, the end point and the tangent describing how it 

should arrive. 

h1(s) = 2s^3 - 3s^2 + 1; 

h2(s) = -2s^3 + 3s^2; 

h3(s)= s^3-2s^2+s; 

h4(s) = s^3 - s^2; 

Currently, the routines that use this spline HCGen() and Gen() are modified so that the start 

velocities are 0 and the end velocities are 0, but as you can see, this could easily be 

changed to allow other velocities. Such modifications would allow the user to write 

motion profiles that combined at points without having to stop and still provided accurate 

clean motion. 

Spline Tables 

An example of their use in given in HcMvSTP and HcGen(). 

To use these routines just for splining alone from a table of positions, be sure the set 

BLS[axisnum].used to 0 (axisnum is axisone, axistwo, etc.). 

You will need to the AxisDef[] array of structures to set the Mode, which can be any 

combination of bits meant to communicate to the routines what kind of profile you are 
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creating. If it is just a spline profile, you may set it to 2; 

Set also, set the MaxVel, MaxAcc, MaxDec. MaxJerk is optional because it is not used in 

either of these two routines. 

You must also set the Contour.TM, which is time in milliseconds for each segment- a 

segment is defined as the period between attaining each point on the table. Here is an 

example: 

Contour.TM = SegTime; //number of pseudo-milliseconds per move- each actual is 

//1.024 milliseconds 

The trajectory is contained in a CONST ARRAY, in the case of our example in Unified.c, it 

is const double bs[BSLength/SampleInterval] and it is contained in a header file, BS.H. 

Because BSL[].used = 0, in the case of the axes we use in the example, HcMvSTP does not 

use the te start and end points specified and they may be made zero, if you choose. 

The routine forms an s-curve to start from zero velocity at a start point either explicity 

given in the table or interpolated if between points, it then passes through each point listed 

on the table to see that it corrects both velocity and position to conform to the reference 

table, finally slowing to a stop with another s-curve to a position either on the table or 

interpolated, if between points. 

 

How to use HcMvSTP for ballscrew and backlash compensation 

void HcMvSTP( int start, int end, double moves[ ], int axisnum ) 

The Leadscrew Compenation uses a Hermite Spline to see that the axis arrives and passes 

each point in the users compensation table on its way to and from the start and end of a 

move. In this way, it is like a cam move. 

The user with the aid of a reference encoder must sample his target ballscrew at 
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appropriate intervals to characterize the curvature or deviation he is correcting for. He 

then 

enters the table as a CONST array in his program. In our example program, this is located 

in a header file called BS.H and array is called CONST DOUBLE BS[BSLength/ 

SampleInterval]. The user sets the value of BSLength in a #define, it should be the entire 

length of his leadscrew and the SampleInterval (another #define) is the number of counts 

the user has chosen to read the leadscrew encoder and tabularize it. 

Please note that this set of routines expects a table of absolute values, thus BSLength is the 

difference between the most positive absolute value available on his leadscrew and the 

most negative value. In all example, the leadscrew travels from -10000 to +10000, the 

difference is 20000. 

In addition, these routines can employ backlash compensation, if the user does not require 

backlash compensation, he must set the BSL[axisnum].BKL=0(encoder counts), no 

compensation, otherwise what ever value that variable contains will be added to the start 

and end of a positive move. 

It is important to remember that all moves are made according to the reference encoder 

and accomplished via the bs array and interpolation with the user's leadscrew. It is also 

important that you first home the axes used, so that they can start at the correct location 

for the interpolation, otherwise the results may be unexpected. 

typedef struct BsBkl{ 

int used; //is ballscrew interpolation to be used for this axis? if so, 

BSL[ axisnum ] = 1; 

int homed; //homed? Without homing the axes, the interpolation is unlikely to be 

correct. 
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int CRefPos; //current reference position 

int LRefPos; //last reference position 

int CBsPos; //current BS position 

int LBsPos; //last BS position 

int BKL; //backlash constant, this is in encoder counts 

int LMoveUsed; //last move used BKL? 

int DirectionOfMove; //flag 

int SampleInt;//use the #define SampleInterval to define this 

}; 

struct BsBkl BSL[ 4 ]; 

For ballscrew compensation, we again use HcMvSTP(). This routine requires a start and 

end point, an axis number and a pointer to the array (bs) we are using for the 

compensation. This routine uses the BS[] array to interpolate starting and ending points as 

well as velocities for each segment of the move. In order to allow for coordinated moves 

among (more than one) axes, the entire move is divided into segments. The routine 

calculates velocities based upon the number of milliseconds (SegTime) allowed for each 

segment. A segment is the distance between entries in the bs array, the leadscrew axis 

must pass through each point in the array on its way to and from another point. The 

smallest time allowed for a segment is 1 millisecond, the longest is 60000 millisecondsthe 

value is set in the TM variable (Contour.TM in unified.c, for example). 

In Unified.c, SegTime is a define and may be set by the user. SegTime defines how much 

time in milliseconds the axis should use to go from point to point on the table. 

Tangent Following 

Tangent following is used to keep a ‘tool’ at a fixed angle to a path described by two other 
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axes, typically called x and y on the Cartesian plane. 

As x and y move, so must the angle of the tool so that the tool’s angle to the other two 

axes remains the same. The method for doing this is very straightforward. 

At regular intervals, sometimes controlled by a motion threshold or even just time, the 

angle of the tool is set according to the arctangent between the x and y axes. 

This routine is included in Unified.c. 

/***********Tangent Following***********/ 

//set position and conversion factors 

AxisDef[ axisone ].LastPos = 0;//position in encoder counts 

AxisDef[ axistwo ].LastPos = 0;//position in encoder counts 

AxisDef[ axisthree ].LastPos = 0;//position in encoder counts 

AxisDef[ axisone ].Scale = 1000;//counts to millimeters, for conversion 

AxisDef[ axistwo ].Scale = 1000;//counts to millimeters, for conversion 

Axis three is the tool and it is programmed in degrees. 

AxisDef[ axisthree ].Scale = 100;//counts to degrees, for conversion 

ToolOffSet = 20; 

As you can see below, the tool offset can affect the the X and Y positions as well. 

//convert counts to units, such as millimeters 

CurrUPos = AxisDef[ axisthree ].LastPos/AxisDef[ axisthree ].Scale;//scaled position 

CurrXPos = AxisDef[ axisone ].LastPos/AxisDef[ axisone ].Scale 

+ToolOffSet*cos(AxisDef[ axisthree ].LastPos*180/PI);//scaled position 

CurrYPos = AxisDef[ axistwo ].LastPos/AxisDef[ axistwo ].Scale 

+ToolOffSet*sin(AxisDef[ axisthree ].LastPos*180/PI);//scaled position 

//set up last positions for next pass 
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LastXPos = CurrXPos;//switch to local variables for the routine 

LastYPos = CurrYPos;//switch to local variables for the routine 

LastUPos = CurrUPos;//switch to local variables for the routine 

LastTheta = Theta = CurrUPos -(-180 * (int)((CurrUPos)/(-180)));//correct for any rollover 

The important things to remember are to prepare for and adjust for rollover, that is, when 

the change in theta exceeds PI, as in the example below: 

DeltaTheta = (Theta-LastTheta) -(-180 * (int)((Theta-LastTheta)/(-180))); 

This reads: (current theta - last theta)%-180. But since the modulus function has trouble 

with signs, we replace it with a generic version in which the sign of the result can be 

related to the sign of the modular value. 

//loop to demonstrate tangent following, just moving the tangent axis 

for (i=0;i<100;i++) { 

CurrXPos = sin(4*PI*(double)(i/1000.0));//create cosinusoidal patterns to follow 

CurrYPos = cos(4*PI*(double)(i/1000.0));//create cosinusoidal patterns to follow 

DeltaX = CurrXPos - LastXPos;//difference between last position and this position 

DeltaY = CurrYPos - LastYPos; 

Theta = atan2(CurrYPos,CurrXPos) * 180.0/PI;//get the tangent converting to Radians 

//change in theta with correction 

DeltaTheta = (Theta-LastTheta) -(-180 * (int)((Theta-LastTheta)/(-180))); 

LastTheta = Theta;// save for next time 

// to account for being one step behind in calculations 

CurrUPos = Theta + DeltaTheta/2; 

// the modulus correction described above. 

DeltaU = (CurrUPos-LastUPos) -(-180 * (int)((CurrUPos-LastUPos)/(-180))); 
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CurrUPos = LastUPos + DeltaU; 

//PMD functions to alert you to move complete 

PMDSetPosition( &AxisDef[ axisone ].Axis, (int)CurrUPos * 100 ); 

PMDResetEventStatus( &AxisDef[ axisone ].Axis, 

(PMDuint16)~PMDEventMotionCompleteMask ); 

PMDSetInterruptMask( &AxisDef[ axisone ].Axis, 

PMDEventMotionCompleteMask|PMDEventMotionErrorMask); 

PMDUpdate( &AxisDef[ axisone ].Axis ); 

PMDWaitForEvent(&hDevice,&eventAxis,40000); // 40 second timeout 

//save for next pass 

LastXPos = CurrXPos; 

LastYPos = CurrYPos; 

LastUPos = CurrUPos; 

} 

PMDprintf("Tangent Following Demo Done\n"); 

**********************/ 

Matrices for Coordinate Transformation 

Coordinate and Coordinate System Transformations 

Robotic motion control often requires many coordinate transformations. These 

transformations generally employ matrix multiplies, inversions and more. 

In this section, we include some routines that we use to initialize matrices and manipulate 

them, there are examples of transformations that include the simple rotation matrix to 

Quaternions. 

These examples come from programs that would run on a PC, in complex or extensive 
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transformations it is often more efficient to run the ECET200 through an ethernet 

connection under the control of the PC. These programs represent that sort of program. 

Basic Rotation Matrix 

This may be one of the best known matrices in coordinate transformation, it is the 

Rotation Matrix and is used everywhere from robotics to image processing. 

This matrix rotates points in the xy-Cartesian plane counterclockwise through angle 

theta about the origin of the Cartesian plane. 

So many motion control applications, however three axes, not just two. We present a 

gimbal version that will allow you to rotate about any axis in a three dimensional system: 

x, y or z. 

The rotation matrix is a form of the Ax=B equation in linear algebra. It is a 3x3 matrix 

multiplying a vector from the left to produce a new vector, which is then the new set of 

coordinates. 

//coordinate transformation used for rotation matrix and other Ax=B operations 

struct ctrans { 

double ctmax[3][3]; //matrix used for transformation 

double B[3]; 

double offset[3]; 

double crossmax[3][3]; 

}; 

struct ctrans coordx[4]; //array of four rotation matrices 

void RMax( struct ctrans *coordx, double ptr2outary[], rotaxis, double rangle ) 

{ 

int i,j,k; 
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double Sn,Cn; 

mtxptr *ctmaxptr = coordx->ctmax; 

double *inary = coordx->B; 

mtxptr *crossmaxptr = coordx[0].crossmax; 

//get trig functions 

Sn = sin(rangle); //angle of rotation 

Cn = cos(rangle); //angle of rotation 

//initialize matrix to identity 

for (i=0; i<3; i++) { 

for (j=0; j<3; j++) { 

if (i == j) { 

coordx->ctmax[i][j] = 1; 

}else { 

coordx->ctmax[i][j] = 0; 

} 

} 

} 

//select axis of rotation and populate matrix 

switch (rotaxis) { 

case 0: 

coordx->ctmax[1][1] = Cn; //x 

coordx->ctmax[1][2] = -Sn; 

coordx->ctmax[2][1] = Sn; 

coordx->ctmax[2][2] = Cn; 
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break; 

case 1: 

coordx->ctmax[0][0] = Cn; //y 

coordx->ctmax[0][2] = Sn; 

coordx->ctmax[2][0] = -Sn; 

coordx->ctmax[2][2] = Cn; 

break; 

case 2: 

coordx->ctmax[0][0] = Cn; //z 

coordx->ctmax[0][1] = -Sn; 

coordx->ctmax[1][0] = Sn; 

coordx->ctmax[1][1] = Cn; 

break; 

default: 

printf("axis of rotation error\n"); 

abort(); 

break; 

} 

AxB( ctmaxptr, inary, ptr2outary, 3); 

} 

union mat4{ 

double matrix[4][4]; 

double elements[16]; 

}ident4 = 
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{{1.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 

0.0, 1.0, 0.0, 0.0, 

0.0, 0.0, 1.0, 0.0, 

0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 1.0}}; 

enum Mel { 

m11 = 0, m12, m13, m14, 

m21, m22, m23, m24, 

m31, m32, m33, m34, 

m41, m42, m43, m44 

}; 

struct vector3f { 

double x; 

double y; 

double z; 

}; 

struct quaternion 

{ 

union { 

struct { 

double s; //!< the real component 

struct vector3f v; //!< the imaginary components 

}; 

struct { double elem[4]; }; //! the raw elements of the quaternion 

}; 
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}; 
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